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Abstract 

We present a method for learning to perform syntactical reordering in machine translation. In our 

approach, source sentences are parsed into parse trees aimed at reordering source parse trees into 

reordered parse trees closer to target language structure. The method involves aligning words, 

parsing source sentences into parse trees, determining tree nodes reordering operation, and training 

a probability model using tree node features via machine learning model. At run-time, we parse the 

test sentence to obtain the parse trees, estimating reordering operation for each tree node using the 

trained model, and returning the sequence of words in reordered source parse tree to obtain 

reordered source sentence. We submit reordered source sentence to a state-of-the-art machine 

translation system for evaluation. We describe the implementation of the method using parallel 

Hong Kong corpus. The experiment results show that phrase-based machine translation model with 

our reordering model outperforms machine translation model without our reordering model in terms 

of BLEU score. Our methodology is clearly a step forward for producing more fluent and 

grammatical translation. 

Keyword: Syntactical Reordering, Statistical Machine Translation, Parse Tree 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

Machine translation has become more and more popular in recent years, and more and better qualify 

machine translation services on the Web are increasingly available. It is used to translate sentences 

or article from one language to another language more speedily than human translation. Most 

notable machine translation systems include Google Translate (http://www.google.com/translate_t) 

and AltaVista Babel Fish Translation (http://babelfish.altavista.com). 

 

Figure 1: A translation sample from Google Translate. Submitting “A fire occurred in my 

neighborhood after midnight” which is not reordered 

Machine translation systems such as Google Translate often treat source sentences as a 

sequence of phrases and produce a target sentence with word order similar to the original sentence. 

However, statistical machine translation often fails to effectively reorder phrases globally, leading to 

syntactical incorrect target sentence. Consider the English sentence “A fire occurred in my 
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neighborhood after midnight”, Google Translate translates it into “®  ¯° ± ²³ ´µ  ± ¶·
 ¸” (Figure 1). The ordering for short phrases, like”²³  ´µ ” and “¹º  

j
”, are 

acceptable while the global order of phrases are not. These sentences can be translated into more 

fluent and grammatical target sentence if syntactical information is taken in consideration. 

For the sentence “A fire occurred in my neighborhood after midnight” again, parse tree can be 

obtained though a syntactical parser which is shown in Figure 2(a). By rotating ( S (NP) (VP) ) into 

( S (VP) (NP) ) ,and rotating ( VP (VBD) (PP) (PP) ) into ( VP (PP) (PP) (VBD) ), and rotating ( PP 

(IN) ( NP (NN) ) ) into ( PP ( NP (NN) ) (IN) ), a new parse tree closer to the Chinese sentence order 

is obtained (Figure 2(b)). After that, we can process the reordered English sentence “midnight after 

in my neighborhood occurred a fire” with a state-of-the art machine translation system. Finally, a 

machine translation system is more likely to produce the precise Chinese sentence “
¶· ¸ ² »¼½ ¯° ® ”. Submitting this reordered English sentence to Google Translate, it is translated 

into “
¶·

 ¸ , ² ± 
¼½

 ¯° ®” which is more influent than Google Translate’s result 

for the original sentence. (Figure 3) 

  
Figure 2: Original (left) and reordered (right) parse trees for the English sentence “A fire occurred 

in my neighborhood after midnight.” 
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We present and evaluate a new syntactical reordering method that processes source sentences 

into a word order closer to target sentences. For a given source sentence, we obtain the parse tree 

using a syntactic parser. Then we estimate reordering probability for every non-terminal tree nodes 

using a number of features via Conditional Random Field (CRF), a type of discriminative 

probabilistic model most often used for the labeling data. After predicting reordering probability, we 

could reorder the tree and produce a reordered sentence closer to target language word order. We 

can then feed this reordered sentence into a phrase-based statistical model to produce a target 

language sentence with better word order. We describe our method in details in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 3: Result for submitting reordered sentence to Google Translate 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in the next section. 

Then we present our method for training reordering probability via CRF (Chapter 3). For our 

evaluation, we compare the BLEU score of the translated sentences against translations produced by 

other state-of-the-art systems (Chapter 4). Finally, we conclude with a summary and future work 

(Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2  Related Work 

Statistical machine translation (SMT) has been an area of active research, since Brown et al. (1990) 

proposes to model a statistical approach to machine translation. The relation of two languages 

translation process is based on the noisy channel model. And the processing of translation is similar 

to a decoder where we choose the most possible target language sentence which optimizes 

probabilities related to channel and language models, the two models: in the noisy channel language 

model. And these two models operate independently. This model has become the standard 

framework of statistical machine translation. 

More specially, we focus on the special part of SMT, translating with syntax information that is 

likely to obtain target sentences with grammatical structure. Translating with syntax information has 

long been an active topic of SMT research. The body of the SMT research (Yamada and Knight, 

2003) in a way focuses on translating with syntax-based statistical translation model. A source 

language parse trees is taken into consideration. By using the operations of reordering, insertion and 

word translation, a target sentence is produced. In our proposed model, we also parse the source 

sentence and process with source language parse tree. But the process of actual translation is done 

using a state-of-the-art phrase-based statistical machine translation system in our model. An 

interesting approach presented by (Marcu, Wang, Echihabi, and Knight, 2006) descries how to 

exploiting feature functions for choosing target translation phrases from source language phrases, 

and use syntax-based translation. With composing rules, target language sub models can be trained 

to assemble target phrases into well-formed, grammatical outputs. Their evaluation results show 

that a syntax-based system can produce results that are better than those produced by a strong 

phrase-based system in experimental conditions. And the number of syntax-based rules used in their 

models is smaller than the number of phrase-based rules in a typical phrase-base statistical machine 
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translation system. 

In most of the SMT systems, the processing of translation is done by considering translation 

model and language model at the same time. A method for syntactic reordering has been presented 

in Wang, Collins, and Koehn (2007), which describe an approach with a set of hand crafted 

syntactic reordering rules that exploit systematic differences between source and target word order. 

By reordering some tree nodes with rules, a new, reordered parse is presented where the sequence of 

leaf words from a reordered sentence. And the reordered source sentences are submitted to a 

phrase-based SMT system to obtain target language with suitable order influent and grammatical. 

While they use hand crafted reordering rules, we proposes to learn reordering rules and probability 

automatically from the training data. 

Wu (1997) described an Inversion Transduction Grammar (ITG) to model translation. ITG is a 

bilingual context-free grammar that generates a synchronous parse tree for a pair of aligned 

sentences. Any ITG can be converted into two normal forms, where the productions are either 

binary-fanout non-terminal productions or lexical productions. ITG allows for two reordering 

operations: straight or inverted. By training from a parallel corpus, a small number of rules are 

adopted which the accuracy for each rule is reliable. While ITG consider reordering with out even 

using syntactic labels and binary-fanout, we add more features into our proposed model for 

modeling reordering and we allow for fanout of more than 2. And with more features combination, 

the rules we obtain are much more effective than rules generated by ITG rules. 

Chiang (2005) introduced lexicalized labelless hierarchical bilingual phrase structure to model 

translation without any linguistic commitment. Since he does not create any syntactic information 

category for hierarchical phrase pairs, very large number of rules is generated for specific words 

without any linguistics motivation. These lexicalized rewrite rules, however, record any differences 
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in hierarchical structure of two languages. The size of the rules is huge (2.2M rules). These rules do 

not make use of syntactical information such as part of speech tags like noun, verb, or adjective, 

instead they work with specific words. The results show that these rules improve translation 

accuracy compared with a state-of-the-art phrase-based system. Chiang also experimented with 

incorporation of syntactic information, which, however, did not provide a statistically significant 

gain. We integrate the features and syntactical structure in our model. 

Most recently, the traditional SMT systems have begun to use phrase-based approach. Koehn 

(2004, 2006) describes a beam search decoder for two phase-based statistical machine translation 

tools, Pharaoh and Moses. This approach would translate source sentences into translated sentences 

with appropriate phrase translation and reordering. With a beam search, the hypotheses are placed in 

stacks. The size of stacks has been limited; some of the hypothesis in stacks may be pruned if the 

probability of these hypotheses is lower than a threshold. The processing time directly related to the 

pruning threshold. The reordering model adopted by Pharaoh and Moses are fairly weak. The cost 

of target phrases reordering is related to the distance between source phrase and target translated 

phrases. The cost with long distance reordering may be quite high, thus the probabilities of global 

reordering hypotheses are usually low and often pruned during beam search. The difference 

between Pharaoh and Moses is that Moses adds factored presentation, such as surface, forms, 

lemma, part-of-speech and other syntactic features, which Pharaoh only considers the translation 

probability and language probability. Our proposed model acts as a pre-processor for a phrase-based 

SMT, and we are likely to handle global reordering of translation more effectively. 

In contrast to the previous research in phrase-based and syntax-based machine translation 

systems, we present a model that automatically learns syntactical reordering of source sentences, 

reordered tree nodes with probable reordering, and obtain the sequence of leaf words on the 

reordered tree. We exploit the features combination and training model learning to determine the 
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reordering of tree nodes. Our goal is to obtain reordered sentences with the goal of producing more 

fluent and grammatical target sentences. 
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Chapter 3  Syntactical Reordering Model 

Submitting a source sentence (e.g., “A fire occurred in my neighborhood after midnight”) to 

machine translation systems often produces reasonably useful translation. Unfortunately, machine 

translation systems typically order phrases monotonously, and may not produce fluent and 

syntactically correct target sentences. To obtain a translation with better reordering of words, a 

promising approach is to parse and reorder the source sentence into a new source sentence parse 

tree more consistent with the target language word order. 

3.1  Language Model in Machine Translation 

In this section, we present a new model of machine translation for determining the reordering 

probability for each parse tree node. Before describing the proposed method, we introduce basic 

concepts related to statistical machine translation. 

In the noisy channel model (Brown et al., 1993), a source language sentence s enters in the 

noisy channel and translates into target language sentence t. The channel is governed by P(t|s). In 

machine translation via the noisy channel, we decode the target sentence to give the most likely 

source sentence. By applying the Bayes rule, we have P(t|s)= P(s)P(s|t)/P(s), where P(s) is constant 

for the given source sentence s. This equation reformulates the translation processing into a 

translation component P(s|t) and a language model component P(t). 

The probability of a given sentence S=w1w2…wm, the Visible Markov model is applied on P(S) 

= P(w1)P(w2|w1)P(w3|w1,w2)…P(wm|w1,w2,…,wm-1) without loss of generality. For the reason of lack 

of substring probability P(wk|w1,w2,…,wk-1), it is applied on a n-gram language model which is an 
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application of nth order Visible Markov model : 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )121121121 ,,|,,|| −+−+−−= mnmnmmnn wwwwPwwwwPwwPwPSP KKKK  (1) 

where the probability for each wi depends only on the substring of wi-n+1wi-n+2…wi-1. N-gram 

language model is significantly helpful and easy to use in phrases ordering for phrase-based 

machine translation systems (e.g. Pharaoh). For a machine translation decoder, N-gram language 

model is used to estimate the probability of target sentences. Unfortunately, the problem of machine 

translation decoding is NP-complete (Knight, 1999) and thus state-of-the-art decoders limit the size 

of ordering hypotheses for translated sentences. Local reordering is typical very strong in machine 

translation systems since global reordering is very computationally intensive when many words are 

skipped over. However, global reordering is often needed for fluent and grammatical translations. 

To overcome the limitation of local reordering, we use the syntactical parse tree of the source 

sentence to derive global reordering that is closer to target language word order. With that in mind, 

we rewrite the Noisy channel formulation as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sPPstPstP ||''|| ∏Π∏=  where s’=Str(¾’ ) (2) 

In equation (2), a parse tree Π for the sentence s is used to obtain the reordered sentence s’. 

There is a reorder operation applied to each node of Π, producing a new tree Π’ . We denote Str(Π’ ) 

as the sequence of leaf words of parse tree Π’ which is produced by a reordered parse tree Π’  from 

original parse tree Π. The reordered source sentence feeds into a statistical MT system to produce 

target sentence t. Figure 4 shows an example describing formula (2) in a practical way. We will give 

our problem in a formal description in next section, and how to estimate the probability of 

reordering parse tree in (Section 3.3). 
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Figure 4: Overview of our proposed model 

3.2  Problem Statement 

We focus on the subtask of machine translation: reordering source language parse tree so as to 

produce a tree closer to target language word order. We then traverse the tree in infix order to 

P(t|s’) 

Reorder P(Π’|Π) 

Str(Π’ )  

Parse P(Π|s) 

S: A fire occurred in my neighborhood after midnight 

 

Π 

 

MT System 

T: ¹º  
j

 
�¿

 ÀÁ  Â4  ÃÄ  

S’: midnight after in my neighborhood occurred a fire occurred 

Π’  
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produce a reordered sentence. The returned sentence can be passed on to a state-of-the-art machine 

translation system to produce translation. Our goal is to reorder each tree node so that the MT 

system can produce more fluent and grammatical target sentence. Formal statement for this problem 

is as follows. 

Problem Statement: We are given a general purpose natural language parser PAR (e.g., Stanford 

Parser) and a parallel corpus C. By parsing a source language sentence via PAR, we obtain the 

syntactic parse tree ST with tree nodes TNs. Our goal is to reorder each TN that is likely to 

transform ST to a parse tree RT with a syntactic structure similar to the target sentence. For this, we 

represent each TN as a set of features, f1,…,fm, to determine the reorder probability for each tree 

node. 

In the rest of this section, we describe our solution to this problem. First we describe on our 

training process of learning how to transform source parse tree (Section 3.3). Then we show the 

runtime process of reordering and translating a given sentence. (Section 3.4) 

3.3  Training Process 

We attempt to find transformation from source language parse tree into reordered parse tree to 

produce a sentence with word order similar to the target sentence. Our proposed training process is 

shown in Figure 5. 
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1. Aligning words in sentence pairs of bilingual corpus and generating the 

parse tree for each sentence (Section 3.3.1) 

2. Determining word reordering operation information for each node 

(Section 3.3.2) 

3. Training a CRF model using all features(Section 3.3.3) 

Figure 5: Outline of the training process 

3.3.1  Preprocessing for Training Data 

In the first stage of the training process (Step (1) in Figure 5), we generate a set of source language 

parse trees with leaf words annotated with its translation counterpart, and then identify the 

reordering operation on each tree nodes that will lead to a tree where word translations are in order. 

For example, consider the sub-tree in Figure 6. Intuitively, if we reverse the left and right child note, 

the word translations, Å(1) 
!4

(2), will be in order. And the reverse decision may have to do 

with leaf word left child “Mr.” 

   

Figure 6: Sub-tree for “Mr. Cheung” 

The input to this stage is a set of parallel source-target language sentences. These aligned 

sentences constitute the training data for learning to reorder parse trees. 
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The output of this stage is a set of source sentences annotated parse trees with word 

translations and positions that can be used to quickly determine reordering operations for each tree 

nodes. A sample parse tree, automatically generated using a state-of-the-art parser and 

word-alignment tool, is shown in Figure 7(b). 

We describe the steps of data handling in this section. First, we run an existing word alignment 

on C. Then we parse each source sentence s using PAR. For each sentence pair (s,t) in bilingual 

corpus C, consider s = “A fire occurred in Mr. Cheung’s neighborhood after midnight” and t = “
¶·

 ¸ Æ Ç°  »  
¼½

 ¯°  ® ”. For this sentence pair, we obtain the result of word 

alignment in Table I. Then, we annotate each leaf node with alignment target words and target word 

position. The results of annotated parse tree are shown in Figure 7(b).  

 

Figure 7: Original parse tree (left) and annotated parse tree (right). Source sentence is “a fire 

occurred in Mr. Cheung’s neighborhood after midnight” with target sentence “
¶·

1 
j

2 Æ 3 Ç° 4 » 5 
¼½

6 ¯° 7 ® 8” 

The training process can be illustrated using the procedure in Figure 8. We will describe the 
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determination of the reordering operation for each tree node in the next section. 

Source Position Source Word Target Position Target Word 

1 a 0 NULL 

2 fire 8 ®  

3 occurred 7 ¯° 

4 in 0 NULL 

5 Mr. 4 Ç° 

6 Cheung 3 Æ 

7 ‘s 5 »  

8 neighborhood 6 
¼½

 

9 after 2 ¸ 

10 midnight 1 
¶·

 

Table I: Word-Alignment result for “a fire occurred in Mr. Cheung’s neighborhood after midnight” 

with “
¶·

1 ¸ 2 Æ 3 Ç° 4 » 5 
¼½

6 ¯° 7 ® 8” 

 
Figure 8: Procedure for preprocessing for training data 

Procedure Preprocessing (Bilingual Corpus C={(s1,t1), (s2,t2), … , (sn,tn)} ) 

 

S = {s1,s2,…,sn} 

(1)  Syntactical parse tree set ST = parse(S) 

(2)  A = word_align(C) 

for each syntactical parse tree Πi in ST 

   for each leaf word ej in Πi 

(3)    annotateTreeLeafNodeAndPosition(ej, faj, aj) 
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3.3.2  Determining Word Reordering Operation 

In the second stage of training process (Step (2) in Figure 5), we describe how to determine the 

reordering operation for each non-terminal node in the parse tree. We apply a straightforward 

procedure to determine reordering operations based on word positions. Figure 9 shows an example 

of determining reordering operation for each node in an annotated parse tree. We use permutation of 

1 to n to denote the reordering operations. For example, the sub-tree (PP (IN after-¸,2) (NP (NN 

midnight-
¶·

,1) ) ) on the right of Figure 9 is label as “2 1” indicating the target words are 

reversed in the target sentence. And the node (NP (NNP Mr.-Ç°,4) (NNP Cheung-Æ,3) (POS ‘s-» ,5) is labeled as “2 1 3” indicating that the second translation appears first in the target sentence 

followed by those of the first and third translations. 

 
Figure 9: Determining reorder options for an annotated parse tree 

We use a bottom-up tree traversal to determining reordering operation (RO) for each tree node. 
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First we determine RO on base phrase tree node. Since the target word positions have been 

annotated on parse tree in the first stage, it is easy to derive RO based on word translation positions. 

For instance, the permutation of “2 1 3” will change the word positions of the node for “Mr. Cheung 

‘s” from (4 3 5) to (3 4 5) in order. 

For tree node on higher of parse tree, we label RO after all child nodes have been labeled. An 

example of reordered tree is shown in Figure 10. The three child nodes have been labeled and 

reorder in target sentence position. In order to reorder this sub-tree node also into target sentence 

order, we label the root with “3 2 1” labeling to the sequence of translation positions of (1 2 3 4 5 6 

7) which is the same on the target word positions. And the reorder operations in Figure 9 are shown 

in Table II. 

 
Figure 10: Example sub-tree for reorder operation determining 
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Sub-Tree POS of Root RO 

π1 S 

( S (NP VP) ) 
2 1 

π2 NP 

( NP (DT NN) ) 
NULL 

π3 VP 

( VP (VBD PP PP) ) 
3 2 1 

π4 PP 

( PP (IN NP) ) 
NULL 

π5 NP 

( NP (NP NN) ) 
1 2 

π6 NP 

( NP (NNP NNP POS) ) 
213 

π7 PP 

( PP (IN NP) ) 
2 1 

Table II: Reorder Operation of sub-tree. πi stands for sub-tree by traversing tree nodes in preorder 

We label reorder operation for non-terminal nodes describing in above section. Unfortunately, 

the number of children in non-terminal nodes is various; therefore, a non-terminal node with n 

children is mostly having n! types of ordering. We only label for non-terminal nodes with 2 or 3 

children with our notation above. For sub-tree nodes with more than three children, we only 

consider straight and inverted cases and label them as “1 2” and “2 1” for simplicity. 

By labeling all tree node nodes using the above RO notation, we annotate the reordering 

operation for each non-terminal node with a straightforward procedure. The ordering for these 

nodes will be the training data for probability estimation, which we will describe in details in the 

next section. 
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3.3.3  Training a CRF Model Using All Features  

In the final training stage, we take the lexical and syntactic features of each node into consideration, 

and use a machine learning tool, Conditional Random Field, to estimate reordering probability 

conditioned on all features. The input of this stage is a set of parse trees annotated with reordering 

operations. 

Consider the formula (2) in section 3.1. In this formula, we obtain a reordered parse tree Π’  

corresponding to a reordered source sentence s’. We rewrite this mathematical operation as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∏==∏∏ ∏ |||' RPrPP
j

jj
π

π  (3) 

where the annotated parse tree Π is composed of sub-tree πj, and R denoting a set of reordering 

operations rj for πj while transform Π into a new parse tree Π’ . The probability of R can be modeled 

using the label set R conditioned on the parse tree Π. We focus on the procedure P(R|Π). The 

probability estimation is similar to a tagging task, and we can use existing probability estimation 

tools to train a tagger. 

One of the tools for our purpose is Conditional Random Field (Lafferty, etc. 2001) (CRF). It is 

a framework for building probabilistic models for labeling and segmenting structural data, such as 

sequences, trees, and lattices. Conditional Random Field provides several advantages over hidden 

Markov model and related model. CRF has the ability to relax strong independence assumptions 

made in these models. A CRF is a form of undirected graphical model that defines a single 

log-linear distribution over the label sequences given a particular observation sequence (Wallach, 

2004). We introduce CRF in details with the graphical model below. 
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Figure 11: Graphical structures of simple CRF for sequences. An open circle indicates that the 

variable is not generated by the model. 

First, we define two variables, X and Y, where X is a random variable over data sequences, and 

Y is a random variable over label sequences. Thus X is the observation variable and Y is the unseen 

variable. Then the graphical model for CRF is shown in Figure 11. Xi is observation variable in 

position i of data sequence X, and Yi is the same expression. In Figure 11, a label Yi is condition on 

two components, Yj and Xi where Yj is the neighborhood of Yi and Xi is the observation variable for 

Yi. Thus we separate the probability estimation into two parts, state function and transition function. 

The definition of the probability in simple form is as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )








+∝ ∑ ∑−

j k
ikkiijj ixysixyytXYp ,,,,exp| 1 µλ  (4) 

where tj(yi-1,yi,x,i) is a transition feature function of the entire observation sequence and the labels at 

position i and i-1 in the label sequence; sk(yi,x,i) is a state feature function of the label at position i 

and observation sequence; and λj and µj are parameters to be estimated from the training data. All 

feature functions are real-valued. We construct a set of real-valued features b(x,i) of the observation 

to expresses characteristic empirical distribution of the training data that should also hold of the 

model distribution. An example for POS labeling of such a feature is 
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Each feature function takes on the value of one of these real-valued observation features b(x,i) 

the current state (in the case of a state function) or previous and current states (in the case of a 

transition function).  

Finally, notation is simplified by writing 

( ) ( )ixyysixys iii ,,,,, 1−=  

and 

( ) ( )∑
=

−=
n

i
iijj ixyyfxyF

1
1 ,,,,

 

where each fj(yi-1,yi,x,i) is either a state function s or a transition function t. Thus the general CRF 

formalism is below: 

 ( ) ( )






 ⋅∝ ∑
k

kk XYFXYP ,exp| λ  (5) 

We ignore the details for parameter estimation and other aspects about CRF. 

Therefore we cast our sub-tree labeling problem as a CRF. By treat the label variable R as the 

unseen variable Y and the parse tree Π as the observation variable X, we rewrite formula (5) as 

below: 

 ( ) ( )






 ∏⋅∝∏ ∑
k

kk RFRP ,exp| λ  (6) 

We also rewrite the feature function F as below: 
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n
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For the sub tree node πj, we survey four features in b(x,i) which are likely to affect the 

reordering: (1) Part of speech tags of the node and child nodes (2) Source word of child nodes (3) 

Head word of child nodes (4) Height of the node in the tree. We describe them in the following. 

 

Figure 12: Example sub-tree of “Mr. Cheung” with alignment target word “È 1 ÉÊ 2” 

Intuitively, part of speech tags are the basic component of parse trees and may influence the 

reordering of a node. So we take POS tags of the tree node and its child nodes into consideration. 

For example, the sub-tree of “Mr. Cheung” is shown in Figure 12, where the POS of this sub-tree is 

NP, with child nodes POS, NNP and NNP. Second, the source word of child nodes is also a useful 

feature, for its potential to effect the reordering of the tree node. In Figure 12, the source word of 

“Mr.” of the left child node is a title which often triggers inversion. We also consider head word of 

child nodes as another feature for the similar reason. We define head words in a straightforward way. 

Head word of a sub-tree is the head word of the child nodes with the same POS tag as the sub-tree 

root. If more than one child has such a POS, we choose the right most child node. Finally, we also 

select height of the node in the tree as a feature. We define the height of leaf word is 1. After we 

calculate the height of all child nodes, the height of sub-tree is one plus the maximal tree heights of 

child nodes. 
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Sometimes the reordering operation of a tree node can be attributed to combination of features. 

For example, we combine features with source word left child (e.g. “Mr.”) and POS of the right 

child (e.g. “NNP”). In most cases of “Mr.” followed by a proper noun, the reordering operation is 

“2 1”. We use many reasonable combinations of features in training, such as POSnode / POSleft child / 

POSright child, Source Wordleft child / POSright child, etc. We list all of our training feature combinations 

with tree nodes with of 2 or more child nodes in Appendix A. 

Since traditional CRF is a simple chain graphical model, we need to reformulate our tree 

model into a chain model to match the CRF format for training data. In Figure 13, the label for 

sub-tree (VP (VBD PP PP) ) is condition on parent node S, and the three child nodes VBD, PP, PP. 

To change this tree model, we use a tree-to-chain procedure. We traverse the parse tree in infix 

order to obtain the infix traversal of nodes, and transform the tree into a sequence of nodes. In 

Figure 13, we show an example for turning a parse tree into chain form (NP S VP PP NP NP VP 

PP). To compensate for the loss of information related to tree structure, we add features of child 

nodes to their parent node. An example of conditional random field training data for the parse tree is 

shown in Table III. 

The result of this final training stage is a set of tree nodes, features, and reordering operations. 

Recall that we preprocess the parallel corpus into annotated parse tree, determining reordering 

operations, and estimating the probability of reordering operations conditioned on different feature 

information. Then with the trained model, we can automatically reorder a parse tree Π into 

reordered parse tree Π’  whose leaf node sequence is closer to the word order in target language. We 

introduce the runtime process in the next section. 
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Figure 13: Example for reformulating parse tree with chain form 

POS Head Word LPOS LH LW RPOS RH RW H RO 

NP fire DT a a NN fire fire 2 12 

S fire NP fire N.A. VP occur N.A. 6 21 

VP occur VBD occur N.A. PP in N.A. 5 321 

PP in IN in in NP neighborhood N.A. 3 N.A. 

NP Cheung NNP Mr. Mr. POS ‘s ‘s 2 213 

NP neighborhood NP Cheung N.A. NN neighborhood neighborhood 3 12 

VP midnight PP in N.A. PP after N.A. 4 321 

PP after IN after after NP midnight midnight 2 21 

Table III : CRF training data from parse tree in Figure 9. LPOS: Left child POS; LH: Left child head 

word; LW: Left child source word; RPOS: Right child POS; RH: Right child head word; RW: Right 

child source word; H: Tree node height on tree; RO: Reordering Operation 

3.4  Run-Time Reordering Estimation 

We obtain a CRF model for the probability of reorder operation conditioned on features. At 

run-time, we applied the CRF training model to reorder the given sentence s. Our run-time process 
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is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Evaluating source sentences at run-time 

In Step (1), we parse the given source sentence using PAR and obtain parse tree ST. In Step (2), 

for each tree node in ST, we decompose parse tree ST into sub-tree πi, and determine the best 

reordering operation r i. Then in Step (3), we estimate the most possible reordering operation for πi 

using the CRF model on the parse tree ST, and feature set for πi. In Step (4), we generate a 

reordered parse tree ST’ from ST by applying all reorder operations. Finally we visit the leaf node in 

infix order and return the sequence of words in infix order. 

Procedure ReorderingCorrespond (source sentence E) 

 

ST = parser(E) 

for each sub-tree πj in ST 

(1) r j=labelEstimate (ST, Fj) 

(2) ST’ = ReorderedParseTree(ST, r1, r2, … rk) 

(3) Return TreeLeafWord(ST’) 
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Chapter 4  Experimental Results 

Our reordering model was designed to reorder phrases in the parse tree with features and reordering 

operations. As such, this model will be trained and evaluated over a bilingual corpus. Furthermore, 

since the goal of our model is to improve fluency of the translation, we evaluate our model based on 

machine translation metrics. In this section, we first present the details of training a reordering 

model for the evaluation (Section 4.1). Then, Section 4.2 lists the machine translation systems that 

we use in our comparison. Section 4.3 introduces the evaluation metrics, BLEU, which is the 

common metrics standard for machine translation systems. Finally, we describe the test data and 

evaluation results in Section 4.4. 

4.1  Experimental Setup 

To process the training data, we used the parser produced by Stanford University Natural Language 

Processing Group (http://nlp.stnford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml) to parse English sentences. We 

also use the Giza++ Version 2 developed by Josef Och (http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html) to 

obtain word alignment information for the training data. 

We used a collection of 94,622 aligned English-Chinese sentences for training. We obtained 

these sentences from Hong Kong Parallel Corpus (HKPC) with some filtering results in the 

parameters shown in Table IV. We kept source sentences between mimSLen to MaxSLen words. For 

example, we consider “A fire occurred in Mr. Cheung’s neighborhood after midnight” with “ËÌ  Í
 È ÉÊ  Î  ÏÐ  ÑÊ  ÒÓ ” as an alignment sentence from the parallel corpus. Therefore 

we check if the length of English sentence, 9, is between mimSLen to maxSLen. And we also kept 
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only those sentences with most words aligned with a translation with a ratio higher than minAratio, 

and with an alignment rate higher than the nouns, verbs, or adjectives words aligned ratio 

mimNVJraitio. Figure 15 shows a sample parse tree. The alignment ratio for this example is 8/10 

over all and 6/6 for content words. We also left out the sentences with independent clauses. This 

method for selecting sentences can produce many parse trees, potentially including a significant 

number of parse trees that are too specific to be widely acceptable. We need high accuracy and ratio 

in word alignment for training, because the order for each node is determined by position of 

alignment target words. If parse tree is presented with too many null alignment leaf, we would not 

know the order in many tree nodes. Table V shows some samples of the parallel sentences after the 

filtering process. 

 
Figure 15: Parse tree annotated with target words and positions. Source sentence is “A fire occurred 

in Mr. Cheung’s neighborhood after midnight” with target sentence “ÔÕ 1 
Í

2 Ö 3 ×Ø 4 Ù 5 ÚÛ
6 ÜØ 7 ÝÞ 8” 
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Paramter Value Description 

minSLen 5 Mim. length of English sentences 

maxSLen 20 Max. length of English sentences 

minAratio 0.5 Min. alignment ratio from English words to Chinese words 

minNVJAratio 0.5 
Min. alignment ratio with part-of-speech tag Noun, Verb, Adjective 

from English words to Chinese words 

Table IV: Training Parameters 

Date Corpora English Sentence Chinese Sentence 

12/21/1999 Hong Kong News This arrangement also applies to 

persons holding valid travel 

documents of the Mainland. 

ßà áâãä åæçèéêëìíîïðñòó
 

08/09/2002 Hong Kong News They will appear in Kowloon 

City Magistrates' Courts later 

today. 

ôõöæ÷ øùÍú ûüýþÿ�����
 

07/25/1990 Hong Kong 

Legislative Council 

This has increased the cost more 

rapidly than that of other public 

services. 

�� ��	
������ �� ��������
 

06/29/1994 Hong Kong 

Legislative Council 

Mr. PATTEN has been sending 

different signals to different 

audiences. 

��� �� ��  ! "#$% &!"��'�
 

Table V: Sample sentences from the training data 

For training Conditional Random Fields parameters, we used CRF++ implemented by Taku 

Kudo (http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/). CRF++ is a simple and customizable implement of 

Conditional Random Fields for segmenting/labeling sequential data. By submitting our training data 

and feature definition to CRF++, we can train the parameters with high accuracy. After training, we 
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submit our testing data to the same tool and the most possible labels of reordering operation for 

each data will be produced. 

4.2  Determine the Reordering Operations 

Recall that our model starts with a source sentence, and reorder the parse tree nodes. The output of 

our model is a reordered English sentence closer to the target language structure. Finally, the output 

sentences are submitted to a state-of-the-art phrase base machine translation system such as Google 

Translate and Pharaoh for final translation. 

Our experimental evaluation focuses on two common machine translation systems, Google 

Translate and Pharaoh. We compare the results produces by each of these systems with or without 

syntactical reordering using our model. 

4.3  Testing Data and Evaluation Metrics 

Machine translation systems are usually compared based on the quality of the translated sentence 

sets. This quality is often measured using the BLEU score(Kishore Papineni, etc. 2002). We are 

given a set of translated target sentences with a reference sentence for each source sentence in order 

to calculate the BLEU score. 

We select 1,000 parallel sentences from Hong Kong Corpus as the test data. Length of these 

English sentences range from 5 to 20 words and sentences with independent clause are removed. 

Sample of the test data is included in Appendix A. 
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4.4  Evaluation Results 

We report the results of the experimental evaluation using the data and methodology described in 

the previous section. First we report the results of compared machine translation systems and our 

model. Then we present of comparing the results of using different machine learning method with 

Conditional Random Fields and Maximal Entropy. And the results of feature selection differences 

are presented finally. 

Table VI gives the result for the baseline and reordered model with different machine 

translation systems 

 Pharaoh Google 

Baseline 19.97 24.67 

Reordering 21.09 23.29 

Gain +1.12 -1.38 

Table VI: BLEU score of the baseline and reordered model 

As shown in the Table VI, reordering model is able to improve the BLEU score by 1.12 points 

for the Pharaoh system, but loss 1.38 points in Google Translate. 

We also compare the influence of different machine learning method between tree-to-chain 

CRF model and Maximal Entropy. In training, CRF model refers to features of previous and 

subsequence states while Maximal Entropy only refers to the current state. Table VII shows the 

result of these two methods. 
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 Pharaoh Google 

CRF 21.09 23.29 

ME 21.02 23.16 

Diff 0.07 0.13 

Table VII: BLEU score of Conditional Random Field and Maximal Entropy 

We compare the BLEU score between these two machine learning methods. The differences 

are not very notable. We also evaluated the performance when different sets of feature were used. 

The results are shown in Table VIII. 

Feature Pairs Pharaoh Google 

POS 20.92 23.16 

POS + Head Word 21.09 23.22 

POS + Head Word + Source Word 21.09 23.29 

POS + Head Word + Source Word + Tree Height 20.99 23.28 

Table VIII: BLEU score of different features 

As Table VIII shows, BLEU score improve after adding head word feature, both for Pharaoh 

and Google Translate. But the addition of source word has mixed results for Pharaoh and Google 

Translate. Finally, feature for tree height decrease the BLEU score. 
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Chapter 5  Conclusion and Future Work 

As the results shown in Chapter Table VI, the BLEU score is increased by using statistical syntactic 

reordering model with Pharaoh, but decreased when working with Google Translate. It may be the 

training data we use is different from data set in Google Translate, but the training data for Pharaoh 

is the same with our statistical syntactic reordering model. And Google Translate may be very 

sensitive to the form of the source sentence. For example, the result of English sentence “the 

existing provision in section 80 of the district court ordinance is loosely word” with reference 

Chinese translated sentence “(  )  
�

 
�

 *  +  ,  80 *  
�

 -  .  *  /  0  1 
!

 2  3  4
” is shown in Table IX. Our statistical syntactic reorder model reorder source sentence phrases 

into ordering closer to target sentence, but in Pharaoh, the ordering in translated sentence is still the 

same in the source sentence. Thus the BLEU score of Pharaoh with syntactic reordering is higher 

than using Pharaoh alone. Although the reordering of the source sentence we are given to Google 

Translate is closer to the target sentence, the translation of Google Translate is worse for some 

reason. For instance, the part of “in of the” should be translated at all while Google Translate 

produces “5  ” in the target sentence. Other examples of evaluation results are included in 

Appendix B. 

In Table VII, it is shown that the difference between Conditional Random Field and Maximal 

Entropy is not significant. Our possible reason may be that the performance of CRF and Maximal 

Entropy on learning syntactical reordering not very different. And our tree-to-chain procedure 

seems not to help too much. If we can alter the tree-to-chain procedure to keep more tree structure 

information of CRF may improve the BLEU score. 
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 Pharaoh Google 

Source 
the exist provision in section 80 of the district court ordinance be loosely 

word . 

Target 

-  6 
�

 *  /  5  ,  7  
�

 
�

 (  8 
�

 
�

 9  :  ;  
�

 
�

 <  *  +  

-  =  *  /  ,  80 *  (  )  
�

 �
 *  +  >  ;  ?  

�
 @  A  . 

Baseline 

BLEU 11.62 32.37 

Source 
in of the district court ordinance section 80 the exist provision be loosely 

word . 

Target 

5  8 B  
�

 
�

 *  +  ,  C D  E
 7  F 

�
 -  .  *  /  G  H

 
�

 ;  ?  
�

 
�

 

5  
 

 (  )  
�

 
�

 *  +  ,  80 *  
�

 -  =  I  
�

 , J >  ;  ?  
�

 @  A  . 

Reordered 

BLEU 28.88 40.19 

Reference Target (  )  
�

 
�

 *  +  ,  80 *  
�

 -  .  *  /  0  1 
!

 2  3  
4

 
�

 

Table IX: The result of baseline model and our SSR model for “the exist provision in section 80 of 

the district court ordinance be loosely word ” translated into “(  )  
�

 
�

 *  +  ,  80 *  
�

 -  .  *  /  0  1 
!

 2  3  
4

 
�

” 

We compare the efficiency of different features in Table VIII. Although the addition of head 

word feature improve the BLEU score of the translated sentences, leaf word feature is not useful for 

both Pharaoh and Google Translation. In training, we experimented with different features. 

However, there are too many features combinations leading to data sparseness problem. 

Furthermore, we only use 94,622 English sentences with highly reliable alignment information. The 

problem of data sparseness may hurt the BLEU score. 
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Future research direction presents them. Currently, the training source sentences we used in 

evaluation are in the original order. Thus the data for word alignment and machine translation 

system is not the same. If we adjust the translation model and language model in machine 

translation systems, the effectiveness of machine translation approach with our reordered model 

may increase. Another future research direction would be only reorder tree nodes higher up 1. The 

reordering of base phrases seems work better using the phrase-based SMT directly. We probable 

should apply syntactic reordering only for global ordering, and the order of base phrases should be 

left for the underlying statistical machine translation systems. 

In summary, we have introduced a method for learning syntactical reordering of source 

sentences that improves the translation quality when working a phrase-based machine translation 

system. The method involves parsing source sentences, determining reordering operation for tree 

nodes, estimating probability for training data, and finally reordering the given sentence with the 

trained model. We have implemented and evaluated the method as applied to state-of-the-art 

machine translation systems. In evaluation, we have shown that the method with machine 

translation approach outperforms the underlying pure machine translation approach. In addition, the 

proposed model can integrate easily with other machine translation approach. 
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Appendix A - Features List 

In the following table, the field Feature No. stands for the feature number for training data and 

Features List stands for the features used in this data combination. The indices number means this 

features refer to the position of the feature on the chain (0 for itself; 1 for next state; -1 for previous 

state). 

Features of Conditional Random Field for Tree Nodes with 2 or more than 4 child nodes 

Feature No. Features List 

01 POS0 

02 Head Word0 

03 POSLeft Child, 0 

04 Source WordLeft Child, 0 

05 Head WordLeft Child, 0 

06 POSRight Child, 0 

07 Source WordRight Child, 0 

08 Head WordLeftChild, 0 

09 Tree Height0 

10 POS0 / POSLeft Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 

11 POS0 / POSLeft Child, 0 / Source WordRight Child, 0 

12 POS0 / POSLeft Child, 0 / Head WordLeftChild, 0 

13 POS0 / Source WordRight Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 

14 POS0 / Head WordLeft Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 

15 POSLeft Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 

16 POS0 / Tree Height0 

17 POS0 / POSLeft Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 / Tree Height0 

18 POSLeft Child, 0 / POSRight Child, 0 / Tree Height0 

19 POS1 

20 Head Word1 

21 POSLeft Child, 1 
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22 Source WordLeft Child, 1 

23 Head WordLeft Child, 1 

24 POSRight Child, 1 

25 Source WordRight Child, 1 

26 Head WordLeftChild, 1 

27 Tree Height1 

28 POS1 / POSLeft Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 

29 POS1 / POSLeft Child, 1 / Source WordRight Child, 1 

31 POS1 / POSLeft Child, 1 / Head WordLeftChild, 1 

31 POS1 / Source WordRight Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 

32 POS1 / Head WordLeft Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 

33 POSLeft Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 

34 POS1 / Tree Height1 

35 POS1 / POSLeft Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 / Tree Height1 

36 POSLeft Child, 1 / POSRight Child, 1 / Tree Height1 

37 POS-1 

38 Head Word-1 

39 POSLeft Child, -1 

40 Source WordLeft Child, -1 

41 Head WordLeft Child, -1 

42 POSRight Child, -1 

43 Source WordRight Child, -1 

44 Head WordLeftChild, -1 

45 Tree Height-1 

46 POS-1 / POSLeft Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 

47 POS-1 / POSLeft Child, -1 / Source WordRight Child, -1 

48 POS-1 / POSLeft Child, -1 / Head WordLeftChild, -1 

49 POS-1 / Source WordRight Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 

50 POS-1 / Head WordLeft Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 

52 POSLeft Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 

52 POS-1 / Tree Height-1 

53 POS-1 / POSLeft Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 / Tree Height-1 

54 POSLeft Child, -1 / POSRight Child, -1 / Tree Height-1 
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Features of Conditional Random Field for Tree Nodes with 3 child nodes 

Feature No. Features List 

01 POS 

02 Head Word 

03 Tree Height 

04 POSParent 

05 Head WordParent 

06 Tree HeightParent 

07 POSLeft Child 

08 Source WordLeft Child 

09 Head WordLeft Child 

10 Tree HeightLeft Child 

11 POSCenter Child 

12 Source WordCenter Child 

13 Head WordCenter Child 

14 Tree HeightCenter Child 

15 POSRight Child 

16 Source WordRight Child 

17 Head WordRight Child 

18 Tree HeightRightChild 

19 POS / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

20 Head Word / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

21 POS / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

22 Head Word / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

23 POS / Head WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

24 POS / POSLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

25 POS / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

26 POS / POSLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

27 POS / Head WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

28 POS / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

29 POS / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

30 Head Word / Head WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

31 Head Word t / POSLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

32 Head Word / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

33 Head Word / POSLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 
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34 Head Word / Head WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

35 Head Word / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

36 Head Word / Head WordLeft Child / Head WordCenter Child / Head WordRight Child 

37 POS / Source WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

38 POS / POSLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

39 POS / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

40 POS / POSLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

41 POS / Source WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

42 POS / Source WordLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

43 POS / Source WordLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

44 Head Word / Source WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child 

45 Head Word / POSLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

46 Head Word / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

47 Head Word / POSLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

48 Head Word / Source WordLeft Child / POSCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

49 Head Word / Source WordLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / POSRight Child 

50 Head Word / Source WordLeft Child / Source WordCenter Child / Source WordRight Child 

51 POSParent / POS 

52 POSParent / Head Word 

53 Head WordParent / POS 

54 Head WordParent / Head Word 

55 POSParent / POS / Tree Height 

56 POS / POSLeft Child / POSCenter Child / POSRight Child / Tree Height 

57 POS / Tree Height 
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Appendix B - Samples of Results 

 Result Sentences 

Original English This international practice is followed in Hong Kong. 

Reordered English This international practice is followed in Hong Kong. 

Original Chinese 
�K LMNGO0PQRSTU0�)��  

Original Pharaoh PVRSWXGYZ5[K��  

Reordered Pharaoh PVRSWXGYZ5[K��  

Original Google P\RSU+ ,
�]G[K . 

Reordered Google P\RSU+ ,
�]G[K . 

Original English 
Firstly, the maintenance of the stability and prosperity of Hong Kong 

ranks above other considerations. 

Reordered English 
Firstly, of of Hong Kong the stability and prosperity the maintenance 

ranks above other considerations. 

Original Chinese ,� �̂ _�K�`abc�Gdef� ����gh�ief�  

Original Pharaoh ,� �̂ _�c�b`a�[KjklT�mn �[K��  

Reordered Pharaoh ,� �[K�o�b`a�^pjklT�mn �[K��  

Original Google ,�,
^_`abc�

,[Kqrst�� �u . 

Reordered Google ,�,[K�c�b`a ,
^vwxt�� �u

. 

Original English All once important have collapsed. 

Reordered English All once important have collapsed. 
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Original Chinese y.PVz{|�6�}~� ���!��  

Original Pharaoh �� ���.���  

Reordered Pharaoh �� ���.���  

Original Google 
��y.ef�� . 

Reordered Google 
��y.ef�� . 

Original English There were 12 cases in the past 12 months. 

Reordered English There were in the past 12 months 12 cases. 

Original Chinese 5��F�\����. 12��  

Original Pharaoh ��GF��5���F���  

Reordered Pharaoh ��5��F�\��G ��
 

Original Google 
�. 12+ ,5��� 12\� . 

Reordered Google .5��� 12\� 12+ . 

Original English Some of these difficulties are still unresolved. 

Reordered English Some of these difficulties are still unresolved. 

Original Chinese � LMi� �.V���.����  

Original Pharaoh P�D���G�l���  

Reordered Pharaoh P�D���G�l���  

Original Google .V��� ¡.¢��� . 

Reordered Google .V��� ¡.¢��� . 
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Original English The average utilisation rate of each of these community halls varies. 

Reordered English of each of these community halls The average utilisation rate varies. 

Original Chinese £\¤ 8¥¦�.!"�§¨©0ª�  

Original Pharaoh 
�§¨©0ª«�D¬� �¥¦�!"�  

Reordered Pharaoh y.PV¤ 8¥¦�§¨©0ªs �!"��
 

Original Google 
§¨©0ª ,£\¤ 8¥¦®¯ . 

Reordered Google £\¤ 8¥¦�§¨©0ªG!"�. 

Original English - Nuclear Island civil works. 

Reordered English - Nuclear Island civil works. 

Original Chinese °±²³´}µ�  

Original Pharaoh ─°±²�}¶�  

Reordered Pharaoh ─°±²�}¶�  

Original Google -° ²³´}µ . 

Reordered Google -° ²³´}µ . 

Original English Sir, the above are my remarks. 

Reordered English Sir, the above are my remarks. 

Original Chinese ·¸�� ��¹º�»A�  

Original Pharaoh 
�� �lTG��¼½�  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�� �lTG��¼½�  

Original Google ·¸�� ,
lTG��¾ . 
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Reordered Google ·¸�� ,
lTG��¾ . 

Original English I will prefer the last option. 

Reordered English I will prefer the last option. 

Original Chinese �¿ÀdÁÂ�  

Original Pharaoh �ÃÄ &�dÁÅÆ�  

Reordered Pharaoh �ÃÄ &�dÁÅÆ�  

Original Google �¥¿ÀdÁ . 

Reordered Google �¥¿ÀdÁ . 

Original English Sir, with these remarks, I support the motion. 

Reordered English Sir, with these remarks, I support the motion. 

Original Chinese ·¸�� ��º�»A �Ç_ÈÆ�  

Original Pharaoh 
�� �º�»A �Ç_��ÆÉ�  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�� �º�»A �Ç_��ÆÉ�  

Original Google ·¸�� ,�º�»A ,
Ç_PÊÆÉ . 

Reordered Google ·¸�� ,�º�»A ,
Ç_PÊÆÉ . 

Original English Daya Bay must be both safe and competitive. 

Reordered English Daya Bay must be both safe and competitive. 

Original Chinese 
ËÌ°ÍÎ��ÏoÐÑÒÓ!s�  

Original Pharaoh 
ËÌfÔÕGoÐbÖ×Ø�  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ËÌfÔÕGoÐbÖ×Ø�  
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Original Google 
ËÌ��ÏoÐÑÙÖ×Ø

. 

Reordered Google 
ËÌ��ÏoÐÑÙÖ×Ø

. 

Original English 
Over the years, Hong Kong has devoted huge amount of resources on 

public housing programmes. 

Reordered English 
Over the years, Hong Kong has on public housing programs devoted huge 

amount of resources. 

Original Chinese ÚÛÜÝ Þßà áâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñ  

Original Pharaoh òóôõ Þöà áèéí÷ïðâãøùäåæñí÷îöàñ  

Reordered Pharaoh òóôõ Þöàãøùäåæèéìíîïðñúû áâöàî 

Original Google üõÝ ,
öà áèéí÷ïð

,
ãøùäåæ

. 

Reordered Google üõÝ ,
öàîãýùäåæèéí÷îïð

. 

Original English Localisation Sir, I now turn to the Civil Service. 

Reordered English Localisation Sir, I now turn to the Civil Service. 

Original Chinese þÿ�� Þ�â�����ã�	î
�ñ  

Original Pharaoh ��� Þ��â��ã�	î��ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh ��� Þ��â��ã�	î��ñ  

Original Google 
ß��þÿ�� ,

�â����ã�	î
�
. 

Reordered Google 
ß��þÿ�� ,

�â����ã�	î
�
. 

Original English 
Firstly, we are engaged in a programme of consultancy studies of the 

main manufacturing industries. 

Reordered English 
Firstly, we are engaged in of of the main manufacturing industries 

consultancy studies a program. 
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Original Chinese �������þî�������
� åæñ  

Original Pharaoh !� Þ�"#���$�
� îþ���� Þ%&âåæñ  

Reordered Pharaoh !� Þ�"#��îþ�����
� �$åæ Þâ'�ñ  

Original Google !�,
�"#â()�$�*î�
� îþ��� . 

Reordered Google !�,
�"+()î,þ�����
� î���* . 

Original English I turn now to some public finance and monetary matters. 

Reordered English I turn now to some public finance and monetary matters. 

Original Chinese 
��â���-ãø.%/ú0)$ñ  

Original Pharaoh 
��â���-ãø.%/ú0)�ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh 
��â���-ãø.%/ú0)�ñ  

Original Google 
��â��-ãø.%1ú0)� . 

Reordered Google 
��â��-ãø.%1ú0)� . 

Original English These are sufficient at present. 

Reordered English These are at present sufficient. 

Original Chinese 23 Þ4-56�78îñ  

Original Pharaoh 
4-�78î9:ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh 
4-;�â�<78ñ  

Original Google 
4�78î. 

Reordered Google 
4-;� 23á=78 . 
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Original English 
Indeed, many members of the media have made this point to me 

personally. 

Reordered English 
Indeed, of the media many members have to me this point personally 

made. 

Original Chinese >ü?@(�	ABCDE�FG4�HIñ  

Original Pharaoh JK ÞLüM	áN O4�I Þ�Pë Þ?@îñ  

Reordered Pharaoh JK ÞLüM	áE�4�
� ÞN O�îQ#*ñ  

Original Google 
)Kç,>ü@RS	TU OV4�I���W . 

Reordered Google 
)Kç,�@Rî>üM	;E�4I ,X YZ V. 

Original English The answer is as simple as that. 

Reordered English The answer is as simple as that. 

Original Chinese [*\�4]^_ñ  

Original Pharaoh [*L^_î` Þaî 

Reordered Pharaoh [*L^_î` Þaî 

Original Google [*b�4]^_ . 

Reordered Google [*b�4]^_ . 

Original English 
In my view, the tax should be collected by equal half yearly instalments 

payable in arrears. 

Reordered English 
In my view, the tax should be by equal half yearly instalments payable in 

arrears collected. 

Original Chinese 
�Pëécdeâfdõghij ÞklÛim Þnoõij�pñ 

Original Pharaoh 
�Pë Þeq�rsîtuîvwñoôîxyîduñ  
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Reordered Pharaoh 
�Pë Þeq�rsîtuî9:ñvu z�oîd$ñ  

Original Google 
â�{Ý ,

d|exyîrsoõkÛi}vu . 

Reordered Google 
â�{Ý ,

d|e~òrsoõkÛi}�v��îx� . 

Original English This issue really deserves our deep consideration. 

Reordered English This issue really deserves our deep consideration. 

Original Chinese 
4�
�Kâ���"��ñ  

Original Pharaoh 
4�
�����"�é��ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh 
4�
�����"�é��ñ  

Original Google 
4�
�L���"�� . 

Reordered Google 
4�
�L���"�� . 

Original English However, we must act and react to our real situation. 

Reordered English However, we must act and react to our real situation. 

Original Chinese �� Þ�"���y�� Þ��K���Z O�eñ  

Original Pharaoh �ò Þ�"����/���îK���ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh �ò Þ�"����/���îK���ñ  

Original Google �� ,
�"���y��

,
�K���Z O�e . 

Reordered Google �� ,
�"���y��

,
�K���Z O�e . 

Original English These actions will continue. 

Reordered English These actions will continue. 

Original Chinese 
ç��6���K�ñ  
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Original Pharaoh 
4-�����ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh 
4-�����ñ  

Original Google 
4-������� . 

Reordered Google 
4-������� . 

Original English 
Any compromise will mean an infringement of one function upon the 

other. 

Reordered English 
Any compromise will mean an infringement of one function upon the 

other. 

Original Chinese � ¡¢;�£¤¥¦�§î¨©ñ  

Original Pharaoh � ª«����£¤îW Þâqsñ  

Reordered Pharaoh � ª«����£¤îW Þâqsñ  

Original Google � ¡¢;�9¬£®Wî¨© . 

Reordered Google � ¡¢;�9¬£®Wî¨© . 

Original English Sir, I support the motion. 

Reordered English Sir, I support the motion. 

Original Chinese þÿ�� ÞßW¯��Mñ  

Original Pharaoh �� Þ�¯�4$�Mñ  

Reordered Pharaoh �� Þ�¯�4$�Mñ  

Original Google þÿ�� ,
�¯�4$M* . 

Reordered Google þÿ�� ,
�¯�4$M* . 
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Original English 
In addition, further exemptions may be allowed by regulations made 

under clause 37. 

Reordered English 
In addition, further exemptions may be by under clause 37 made 

regulations allowed. 

Original Chinese °± Þ²³´µ� 37
´|¶î·µ ÞA¸>� �¹º»¼½ñ  

Original Pharaoh °± Þ¾¿À¼½Áî·¶ Þ²³�Âk'ÃÄÅñâ  

Reordered Pharaoh °± ÞA¿©�z²³� ÆÇZ O·¶ Þ¿¼½ñ  

Original Google °± ,È¿©¼½É>·µ� 37
´

. 

Reordered Google °± ,È¿©¼½Ê� 37
´·¶Z OîË> . 

Original English 
Even the Tourist Association is largely financed from the hotel 

accommodation tax. 

Reordered English 
Even the Tourist Association is largely financed from the hotel 

accommodation tax. 

Original Chinese ÌÍ�ÎÏ¢� ÞJ=�þT�Ý YÐÑùÒdñ  

Original Pharaoh ÎÏ¢��þîÐÑùÒd Þ(.�îñ  

Reordered Pharaoh ÎÏ¢��þîÐÑùÒd Þ(.�îñ  

Original Google ÌÍ�ÎÏ¢� ,J=�þÝ YÐÑùÒd . 

Reordered Google ÌÍ�ÎÏ¢� ,J=�þÝ YÐÑùÒd . 

Original English We have already this afternoon touched on the question of child abuse. 

Reordered English We have already this afternoon touched on the question of abuse child. 

Original Chinese 
4�DÓ�" á�òÔÕÖ×î
�ñ  

Original Pharaoh 
�"A áb°
�N OØÙî
�îÖ×ÚÛñ  
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Reordered Pharaoh 
�"A áb°
�N OØÙî
�ÔÕîÖ×ñ  

Original Google 
�" á=âÜÝDÓ��ÔÕÖ×î
� . 

Reordered Google 
4�DÓ�" áÞ/ßàÔÕÖ× . 

Original English 
Commercial crime Sir, a related subject is the prevalence of commercial 

crimes in recent years. 

Reordered English 
Commercial crime Sir, a related subject is of commercial crimes in recent 

years the prevalence. 

Original Chinese þÿ�� Þá��ßàî
� Þ�âõßàîã�ä*Äkåæñ  

Original Pharaoh 
ã�ä*�� Þ����çîã�ä*âòóÃõ Þßà
�ñ  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ã�ä*�� Þàè
�îã�ä*âòólõîé�Sê Þ��$  

Original Google 
ã�ä*�� ,ë°ìàî
� ,�íîïâîã�ä*âõ . 

Reordered Google 
ã�ä*�� ,��ìàîþ��ã�¤äâõÝð� . 

Original English They may be few, but deadly. 

Reordered English They may be few, but deadly. 

Original Chinese 
4ñïò�óî=ý¦¿©ëô�ü Þ�ô©õöñ  

Original Pharaoh ÷"¿©�øô Þ�õöùú  

Reordered Pharaoh ÷"¿©�øû ü�õöùú  

Original Google ÷ý¿©þøû ,ÿõö . 

Reordered Google ÷ý��þ�û ,ÿ�� . 

Original English With my remarks, Sir, I support the motion. 

Reordered English With Sir, my remarks, I support the motion. 
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Original Chinese ���� ü	
�� ü����ú  

Original Pharaoh ��� ü��	���ú�� ü 

Reordered Pharaoh ��� ü	����� ü	��ú  

Original Google 
	���

,
	������

. 

Reordered Google ��� ,
	��

,
	������

. 

Original English 
Sir, the new duty structure comes into effect this afternoon by virtue of a 

Public Revenue Protection Order. 

Reordered English 
Sir, the new duty structure comes into effect this afternoon by virtue of a 

Public Revenue Protection Order. 

Original Chinese ���� ü����� !"#�$% ü&'()*+,-.�/0 

Original Pharaoh 1� ü&23456�78�9:� !"��# ü��;<=�0 

Reordered Pharaoh 1� ü&23456�78�9:� !"��# ü��;<=�0 

Original Google ���� ,
&'()*+,-.�/>? 9�� !"��# . 

Reordered Google ���� ,
&'()*+,-.�/>? 9�� !"��# . 

Original English Trade unions posed an even greater problem. 

Reordered English Trade unions an even greater problem posed. 

Original Chinese @A78BC0  

Original Pharaoh D@EF G9:BC�780  

Reordered Pharaoh @AHEI GBC�78J)0  

Original Google @A3K9:BC�78 . 
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Reordered Google @A9:BC�78;LK . 

Original English Blocks are regularly patrolled by uniformed estate caretakers. 

Reordered English Blocks are regularly patrolled by uniformed estate caretakers. 

Original Chinese 
�M üNO(P�QRSTU%VWXYZC[0  

Original Pharaoh 
	ýþ\]WXQ�^_RST0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
	ýþ\]WXQ�^_RST0  

Original Google `%VWX^aQRST . 

Reordered Google `%VWX^aQRST . 

Original English 
Government, subvented and private hospitals also provide facilities for 

testing. 

Reordered English 
Government, subvented and private hospitals also provide for testing 

facilities. 

Original Chinese 
YbcdefghdeijkdeUlFmnopq0  

Original Pharaoh 
bcghijkdeFmpqrst0�M u

 

Reordered Pharaoh 
bcghijkdeUFm�pq0st u

 

Original Google 
bcghijvdewFmnopq . 

Reordered Google 
bcghijvdewFmstpq . 

Original English 
The authority's greater operational freedom will not reduce its public 

accountability. 

Reordered English 
The authority's greater operational freedom will not reduce its public 

accountability. 

Original Chinese xyA)zI{|lBC� }~ u�����������A��0 
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Original Pharaoh �yTA�zIA��������0 }~0  

Reordered Pharaoh �yTA�zIA��������0 }~0  

Original Google 
RS��zI{|lBC� }~,

w�A������7�� . 

Reordered Google 
RS��zI{|lBC� }~,

w�A������7�� . 

Original English I sympathise with their frustration and anger. 

Reordered English I sympathise with their frustration and anger. 

Original Chinese 
	��������� uU����0  

Original Pharaoh 
	�������i��0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
	�������i��0  

Original Google 
	�]��������i��

. 

Reordered Google 
	�]��������i��

. 

Original English This is not just a matter of academic interest. 

Reordered English This is not just a matter of academic interest. 

Original Chinese 
�F���þ> ¡¢ G4�0  

Original Pharaoh 
���þ9:78�£¤0¥¦0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
���þ9:78�£¤0¥¦0  

Original Google 
��§§þ9:¥¨©ª . 

Reordered Google 
��§§þ9:¥¨©ª . 

Original English We speak often on prosperity and stability. 

Reordered English We often speak on prosperity and stability. 
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Original Chinese 
	�V]«�¬i®%780  

Original Pharaoh 
	�w\]¯¬i°%0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
	�\]±�¬i°%0  

Original Google 
	�\]«²�¬i°%

. 

Reordered Google 
	�]]¯¬i°%

. 

Original English 
Meanwhile Hong Kong once again faces the prospect of increasing 

numbers of boat people arriving on our shores. 

Reordered English 
Meanwhile Hong Kong once again faces the prospect of increasing 

numbers of arriving on our shores boat people. 

Original Chinese 
)�³´ uµ¶·¸|�¹¶º»¼�½ ¾¿À�780  

Original Pharaoh Áµ¶·¸|��¯ÂÃ½�Ã4¶ u	��Ä��ÀÅ0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�M u·|��\ÆÀÇ�ÈÉ�Ê¶�Ä� uµ¶���½ ¾

 

Original Google ���V,
µ¶¸Ë|ÌÍÎ�Ãº4ºÏ ,ÐÄ¹Ñ	��ÒÓ . 

Reordered Google ���V,
µ¶¸Ë|Ì�ÍÎ ,

º4ºÏ�4²	�ÒÓÄ�
. 

Original English 
These units are regularly checked by Housing Department management 

staff and security guards. 

Reordered English 
These units are regularly by Housing Department management staff and 

security guards checked. 

Original Chinese �Ô�RSÃTiÕÖT\]×lWØ�ÙÚÛ0  

Original Pharaoh 
�ÙÚÛÜ%³nÝ�xQÔRSÃT��®ÃT0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�ÙÚÛÜ~xQÔRSÃT��®ÃTnÝ0%³  
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Original Google 
�ÙÚÛ�%³nÝxQÔRSÃTiaÖ . 

Reordered Google 
�ÙÚÛ]]Ü~xQÔ�RSÃTi�®ÃTnÝ . 

Original English 
In serious cases, this could cause permanent disability or even endanger 

the life of the patient. 

Reordered English 
In serious cases, this could cause permanent disability or even endanger 

of the patient the life. 

Original Chinese 
)Þß��à, uB�áâÃãäåæ uçè��éê0  

Original Pharaoh 
)Þß:� u���ë�ìí�îåèçïêð��ñ�âÃ�0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
)Þß:� u���ë�ìí�îåèçï<=�âÃ����0  

Original Google 
)Þß��à,

,
���ALKãäåò ,

çïê����âÃ . 

Reordered Google 
)Þß��à,

,
���ALKãäåò ,

çïêðâÃ��� . 

Original English 
The support given to the group by the OMELCO secretariat and the legal 

adviser is also greatly appreciated. 

Reordered English 
given to by the OMELCO secretariat and the legal adviser the group The 

support is also greatly appreciated. 

Original Chinese 
�M u	U�]�óô��Tõö÷�øùú7�ûü���0  

Original Pharaoh 
lüý�þÿ÷�øùú7w�� � uÜøù�ô�����0  

Reordered Pharaoh 

)þÿ÷�øùú7ûü���U��� � u�F G�{�iøù�0  

Original Google 
�����~ôþÿ÷iøùú7,

wCÅ�	
. 

Reordered Google 
 �ôþÿ÷iøùú7ûü���BÜCÅ�	 . 

Original English Nevertheless, the point will be explained again by the Financial Secretary. 
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Reordered English Nevertheless, the point will be again explained by the Financial Secretary. 

Original Chinese ��� u�b��A¸Ë����0  

Original Pharaoh 
�� u78Ü u~�b��Ç���A�0  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�� u78Ü u~�b��Ç���A�0  

Original Google 
��

,
9�w���� ,

¸~�b��Ç
. 

Reordered Google 
��

,
9�w���� ,

¸~�b��Ç
. 

Original English 
138. Meanwhile, the Administration has been examining the working 

conditions and terms of service of Government doctors. 

Reordered English 
138. Meanwhile, the Administration has been examining the working 

conditions and terms of of Government doctors service. 

Original Chinese 138.
�V u��9�)��bcd�� !"#$%&'()

 

Original Pharaoh *+ ,-./0��� !'($'1�%&�-.2�)345�) 

Reordered Pharaoh *+ ,-./0��� !'($'1�-.2��%&)345�) 

Original Google 138.67,
�89�:��� !'($%&'(

,
-.2�

. 

Reordered Google 138.;*67,
-. <=>?� !'($'1@

,
-.2�%&

. 

Original English With these remarks, Sir, I support the motion. 

Reordered English With Sir, these remarks, I support the motion. 

Original Chinese ABC� ,DE*FG ,HIJK)  

Original Pharaoh ;*FG ,C� ,DHILMJK)  

Reordered Pharaoh ;*FG ,HID�KN)C� , 
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Original Google 
DE*FO ,

DHILMKN
. 

Reordered Google ;C� ,
LPQ

,
DHILMKN

. 

Original English 
In the event, the final report did not differ, in substance, from the interim 

report. 

Reordered English 
In the event, the final report did not differ, in substance, from the interim 

report. 

Original Chinese R* ,STUV$@WUV�XY ,Z[\]^_6)  

Original Pharaoh 
:`aJ�STUV]bc_6 ,:d[ ,efg�UV) , 

Reordered Pharaoh 
:`aJ�STUV]bc_6 ,:d[ ,efg�UV) , 

Original Google 
:L9h( @

,
ST�UV

,
]bc_6,i:Z[\,j@WUV . 

Reordered Google 
:L9h( @

,
ST�UV

,
]bc_6,i:Z[\,j@WUV . 

Original English 
For the whole scene of change is the living and working environment of 

Hong Kong. 

Reordered English 
For the whole scene of change is of Hong Kong the living and working 

environment. 

Original Chinese kl��a"#$ !"#m:nopq@)  

Original Pharaoh rstuv�pqw��a$ !"#�xl ,xl� 

Reordered Pharaoh rstuv�pqwxl��a$ !"# ,xl�)  

Original Google rstyz�q{w�a$ !"#�xl . 

Reordered Google rstyz�q{w ,
xl��a$ !"# . 

Original English 
Manpower shortage is sometimes a sign of continuing success rather than 

a symptom of failure. 

Reordered English Manpower shortage is sometimes a sign of continuing success rather than 
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a symptom of failure. 

Original Chinese |}~������������� ����������  

Original Pharaoh |}~��������������������� ��� 

Reordered Pharaoh |}~��������������������� ��� 

Original Google |}�� ,�������� ,
���� ��� . 

Reordered Google |}�� ,�������� ,
���� ��� . 

Original English 
Questions can also be raised in the Public Accounts Committee, and in 

this Council during question time. 

Reordered English 
Questions can also be during question time in the Public Accounts 

Committee, and in this Council raised. 

Original Chinese ¡¢£¤¥¦§¨ ©ª¢�«¬¥®�¡¯°�±²¯ ³°´�  

Original Pharaoh °´�¦§¨ ©ª¢� �µ¥®¥¶·�± �£¤¥¸}�  

Reordered Pharaoh °´�¹��¦§¨ ©ª¢� �µ¥®¯ ³ �£¤¥°´�  

Original Google °´º¤«¯ ³¨ ©ª¢��»¡ ,
µ¥¼½±,¡�¶·�±. 

Reordered Google °´º¤¥¶·�±,¥¾¿¨ ©ª¢� ,
µ¥�¯ ³. 

Original English Clearly that would fit into existing immigration policy. 

Reordered English Clearly that would fit into existing immigration policy. 

Original Chinese ÀÁ¦ÂÃÄÅ�ÆÇ ©È�ÉÊ¦ÂËÌ�  

Original Pharaoh ¹Í �£¤«ÎÏ�ÉÊ¦Â�  

Reordered Pharaoh ¹Í �£¤«ÎÏ�ÉÊ¦Â�  
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Original Google ÅÍ�ÆÇ ©È�ÐÑ¦Â . 

Reordered Google ÅÍ�ÆÇ ©È�ÐÑ¦Â . 

Original English 131. I have dwelt at some length on the subject of inflation. 

Reordered English 131. I have dwelt at on the subject of inflation some length. 

Original Chinese 131.ÒÓ ÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜ�°´�  

Original Pharaoh ÝÞß�Ýàá��Ò âÓ ÔÃÖ�×�°´�Ü��  

Reordered Pharaoh �Ýàá��Ò£ãä¥�×�°´Ü��å�±�  

Original Google 131.Ò��æçè×ØÙÚÛÜ . 

Reordered Google 131.Ò âéê Ô×ØÙÚÛÜ�ëÞìí . 

Original English Council went into Committee. 

Reordered English Council went into Committee. 

Original Chinese ®îÉª¢�ï¡ðñ�  

Original Pharaoh òó�¯ôª¢��  

Reordered Pharaoh òó�¯ôª¢��  

Original Google �îÉª¢� . 

Reordered Google �îÉª¢� . 

Original English Talks with the nurses will continue. 

Reordered English with the nurses Talks will continue. 

Original Chinese õØö÷ø��ù �£���úû�  

Original Pharaoh üýþ�÷ø����  
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Reordered Pharaoh ö÷ø�ùÿ����  

Original Google ö÷ø��ù���úû . 

Reordered Google ö÷ø��ù���úû . 

Original English 
Our simple and flexible tax system is one of the major attractions to many 

investors in Hong Kong. 

Reordered English 
Our simple and flexible tax system is of to in Hong Kong many investors 

the major attractions one. 

Original Chinese ��������	 �
��������²���� ���  

Original Pharaoh 

Ò��¬�
��í��²����� �ÃÖ��	¥�� �����  

Reordered Pharaoh Ò��¬�
��í��¥���������� ���ÃÖ�� 

Original Google Ò������
 �í�����! ,ÃÖ��	"���#$ . 

Reordered Google Ò������
 �í ,�% Ô¥��&Ö��	����ß�. 

Original English 
Land, capital and manpower are the three indispensable elements in an 

economic structure. 

Reordered English 
Land, capital and manpower are in an economic structure the three 

indispensable elements. 

Original Chinese '()�*)|! ��é+,- ²�à.� ������  

Original Pharaoh '(»/�|!�àÁ ��¥é+,- ���� � 

Reordered Pharaoh '(»/�|!���é+01�àÁ���¼2 � 

Original Google '( ,��|!3��¤4��à��� ,¥é+,- . 
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Reordered Google '( ,��|!�56ýØé+,-�à��¤4���� . 

Original English 
All areas of activity of the corporation saw strong performance in the past 

year. 

Reordered English 
All areas of of the corporation activity saw strong performance in the past 

year. 

Original Chinese 7û�8 �9¾:;<=�>?3� ³��@��  

Original Pharaoh Àå�A�¾:B% �¥7ûà8 �9C?�DE�  

Reordered Pharaoh ;<=��A�F¥7ûG8�@�HI�¾:��  

Original Google �J�AKL�¾:3� ³�@� ,¥7û��8 . 

Reordered Google M�(N�O>�A3� ³�@� ,¥7û��8 . 

Original English 
For this reason, I have participated actively in the meetings of the 

OMELCO Constitutional Development Panel. 

Reordered English 
For this reason, I have in of the OMELCO Constitutional Development 

Panel the meetings participated actively. 

Original Chinese M«ÒPQRSTöG®¡¢U�VWXY��¡�  

Original Pharaoh ZØÀ��� �Ò[�Tö�¡�G¦�VWXY �RSTö��  

Reordered Pharaoh ZØÀ��� �Ò â¥9G¦�VW�RSTöª¢���¡�  

Original Google ZØÀ���,Ò3RS(T\ Ô]�¡�GU�VWXY . 

Reordered Google %¼ ,Ò â¥GU�VWXY�¡ ,RSTö . 

Original English But they have also produced a strong sense of unity in our community. 

Reordered English But they have also in our community produced a strong sense of unity. 

Original Chinese ^Àå_`£a���bc�dHe�f,gh�  
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Original Pharaoh ^i�£�¯j��kl ���� �Ò���  

Reordered Pharaoh ^i� â¥����ÃHe�f,�m 

Original Google ^ºbc�dHe�f, ,Ò���� . 

Reordered Google ^ºnÒ����bc�dHe�f, . 

Original English 
The British Government has accepted its obligations to citizens 

elsewhere. 

Reordered English 
The British Government has accepted its obligations to citizens 

elsewhere. 

Original Chinese op¦§£q"�i �år'�¾  

Original Pharaoh op¦§ âst�uv wxÑ(<�m 

Reordered Pharaoh op¦§ âst�uv wxÑ(<�m 

Original Google op¦§ âsy�z?�¾Ñ�{ . 

Reordered Google op¦§ âsy�z?�¾Ñ�{ . 

Original English Miss Maria TAM as a landlord. 

Reordered English Miss Maria TAM as a landlord. 

Original Chinese |}~¡¢��%>��  

Original Pharaoh |}~%�>��  

Reordered Pharaoh |}~%�>��  

Original Google |}~%>� . 

Reordered Google |}~%>� . 
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Original English 
Farmers actually receive a subsidy for the installation of treatment 

facilities. 

Reordered English 
Farmers actually receive a subsidy for the installation of treatment 

facilities. 

Original Chinese �Ñ�����������ýþ/�����  

Original Pharaoh i�M����� ���ýþ���/��  

Reordered Pharaoh i�M����� ���ýþ���/��  

Original Google �Ñ��������Ø����ýþ/� . 

Reordered Google �Ñ��������Ø����ýþ/� . 

Original English 
Many potentially useful technologies are not yet being applied in our 

industries. 

Reordered English 
Many potentially useful technologies are not yet being applied in our 

industries. 

Original Chinese �ÃÖ¤«V������Á © �©È��%�� ¡¢£¤¥  

Original Pharaoh ¦§¨©ª«¬® °̄±²³ ¡ ¯́ µ¥  

Reordered Pharaoh ¦§¨©ª«¬® °̄±²³ ¡ ¯́ µ¥  

Original Google ¶§·±¬¤¸¹º»�¼½¾¤¸¿¡ . 

Reordered Google ¶§·±¬¤¸¹º»�¼½¾¤¸¿¡ . 

Original English 
I welcome the comprehensive scope of your outline of a planned future 

for Hong Kong. 

Reordered English 
I welcome of your outline of for Hong Kong a planned future the 

comprehensive scope. 

Original Chinese ÀÁÂ���ÃÄÅÆ¸ÇÈÉÊ Ë̄°ÌÍÎÏ Ð̄ÑÒÓÔÕ¥ 
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Original Pharaoh 
²Ö×ØÙÚ Û¸ÜÝÉÊÃ� Þ̄ß�àá¸âã¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 
²Ö× ÀÁ¸äåæçèß�¸�ÃÉÊ¸âã¥ÌÍ¸¥  

Original Google 
²Ö×ÌÍéêëìíÊß�¸�Ã . 

Reordered Google 
²Ö×ê³¸îï ,èß�¸�ÃÉÊ¸âãÌÍ . 

Original English With these words, Sir, I support the motion. 

Reordered English With Sir, these words, I support the motion. 

Original Chinese ðñòó ²̄ôõö÷ ø̄ùúû¥  

Original Pharaoh üõö÷ ò̄ó ²̄øùýþúû¥  

Reordered Pharaoh üõö÷ ø̄ù²¸ûÿ¥òó  ̄

Original Google 
ý��

,òó ,
²øùýþûÿ

. 

Reordered Google üòó ,
ý��

,
²øùýþûÿ

. 

Original English These are fully accepted. 

Reordered English These are fully accepted. 

Original Chinese 
Þ�ý��� ²̄�Ì��¥  

Original Pharaoh 
ý�ª�Ì��¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ý�ª�Ì��¥  

Original Google 
ý��ª�Ì�� . 

Reordered Google 
ý��ª�Ì�� . 

Original English And that, Sir, is not the reason for this Convention. 

Reordered English And that, Sir, is not for this Convention the reason. 
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Original Chinese 	Ð ð̄ñòó 
̄ ������¸��¥  

Original Pharaoh � ª̄«¬¸ �̄èý�� Ð̄òó  ̄

Reordered Pharaoh � ª̄Ë�Þý��¸�� �̄�òó  ̄

Original Google 
ÐÑ

,òó ,ªËª���¸��. 

Reordered Google 
ÐÑ

,òó ,
Ëª���¸� �. 

Original English 
"Care in the community" is also the concept adopted in our health 

programme for the elderly. 

Reordered English 
"in the community Care '' is also adopted in our health program for the 

elderly the concept. 

Original Chinese å�±�¿����ÉÊ !̄£¤ "# $%&'¸()¥  

Original Pharaoh "*+¸#�'¸,) ±̄²³ÉÊÞ��¸�-!ª./¥  

Reordered Pharaoh "#$%&'ª¤±�-ÉÊ ´µ¸01¸,) ²̄³!±�
 

Original Google "
# $%&

"2ªÜ3() ,45Þ����ÉÊ . 

Reordered Google "
±#$%&

'2ª45²³¸�-ÉÊ¸�() . 

Original English 
Regrettably this particular point on the relationship between the council 

and the boards has never been properly addressed. 

Reordered English 
Regrettably on between the council and the boards the relationship this 

particular point has never been properly addressed. 

Original Chinese ¨6ý7¬*8�9:8�;<�=>*?¸��@ABCDE�¥ 

Original Pharaoh ¨6 F̄GªÞ¸HI*?¸û< ¬̄JK¸ ª̄«¬¸¥  

Reordered Pharaoh ¨6¬*¸LMû�¸*? F̄GªNÞOP¸ ª̄«¬*?¸¥  
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Original Google ¨6ý7¸*?�:û�@Ã«¬¼½CDE� . 

Reordered Google ¨6±=>:û�¸*? ,
ýÜ7@A¼½CDE� . 

Original English The law must be applied fairly. 

Reordered English The law must be fairly applied. 

Original Chinese LMQR�S¥  

Original Pharaoh 
�MTQRª�U¸¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�MTQRª�U¸¥  

Original Google MVQR�S . 

Reordered Google MVQRª�U¾¤ . 

Original English This is not without reason. 

Reordered English This is not without reason. 

Original Chinese W Xõ0Y��Z �¥  

Original Pharaoh 
ý�Ëª«¬� �¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ý�Ëª«¬� �¥  

Original Google 
ýª«¬[�¸. 

Reordered Google 
ýª«¬[�¸. 

Original English SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Sir, this of course is a very difficult area. 

Reordered English FOR SECURITY: Sir, this of course SECRETARY is a very difficult area. 

Original Chinese �\]^ _̀ a bcðñòó ý̄P/ªÜÝ�def¸gh¥  

Original Pharaoh ðñòó ý̄K	ªÜÝ¦ij¸ ª̄è�k¥  
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Reordered Pharaoh ðñòó ý̄K	ªÜÝ¦ij¸ 9̄0¸�k¥  

Original Google �\990 :òó ,
ýK	ªÝ�def¸gh . 

Reordered Google ^ :òó ,
ýK	ªlªÜÝ�def¸gh . 

Original English (a) the rapid acceleration of demand in recent years. 

Reordered English (a) the rapid acceleration of in recent years demand. 

Original Chinese (a)
ýmÍ¸WnopÃqrst¥  

Original Pharaoh (Ü)
�qrtu ±̄vowp¸¥  

Reordered Pharaoh (Ü)tx±vo¸Wn¥qr¸¥  

Original Google (Ü)yutxWnopÃ . 

Reordered Google (Ü)yutx ,opÃWn . 

Original English Only British nationals are entitled to British consular protection. 

Reordered English Only British nationals are entitled to British consular protection. 

Original Chinese z¬{||}~¨�¬{|�.���¥  

Original Pharaoh z¬{|�}�¬{|�.��¥45¥  

Reordered Pharaoh z¬{|�}�¬{|�.��¥45¥  

Original Google z¬{||}��¬{|¸�.��� . 

Reordered Google z¬{||}��¬{|¸�.��� . 

Original English 
This misconception is based on China's lack of understanding of the 

mechanism of local politics. 

Reordered English 
This misconception is based on China's lack of of of local politics the 

mechanism understanding. 
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Original Chinese 
ýÝ��ª���|Ë����å�¸��¥  

Original Pharaoh 
ýÝ��ª��Þ �|����¸��¸�m¥å�¸û<¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ý3�MªÞ �|¸å���¸��¥����¸ª¸¥  

Original Google 
ý3�� ,ª��Þ �|�� ��¸�� ,�må� . 

Reordered Google 
ý3�� ,ª���|��ÞK�å���¸�� . 

Original English However, in spite of this scheme wages have not eased. 

Reordered English However, in spite of this scheme wages have not eased. 

Original Chinese 	Ð �̄8/¿ �õþÉÊ  ̄��  

Original Pharaoh 	Ð ±̄ýÉÊ!Ë��¥Ë5¸¥  

Reordered Pharaoh 	Ð ±̄ýÉÊ!Ë��¥Ë5¸¥  

Original Google 
Ë5 ,

�8¬õÉÊ , ��Ë©�� . 

Reordered Google 
Ë5 ,

�8¬õÉÊ , ��Ë©�� . 

Original English Rents have increased considerably since the last revaluation exercise. 

Reordered English Rents have since the last revaluation exercise considerably increased. 

Original Chinese �@� ¡¢ �£¤¾¥¦§¨©=ª «̄¬¨®¯��°¦§¥ 

Original Pharaoh ¨±®¯�² ³̄p¸¡¢ ´¥  

Reordered Pharaoh ¨±�³p¸¡¢ ´®¯st¥  

Original Google ¨±®®ÚÒ,�³p¡¢ . 

Reordered Google ¨±�³p¡¢®®st . 
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Original English Prevention is better than cure. 

Reordered English Prevention is better than cure. 

Original Chinese µ¶·��¸ Ǟ¹º» ¼̄½¾¿®À  

Original Pharaoh µ¶Á·Â�¸ÃÀ  

Reordered Pharaoh µ¶Á·Â�¸ÃÀ  

Original Google µ¶·Â�¸ . 

Reordered Google µ¶·Â�¸ . 

Original English Sufficient of these just do not exist. 

Reordered English Sufficient of these just do not exist. 

Original Chinese ��ÄÅÆÇÈÃÉÊËÌÍÎÀ  

Original Pharaoh ÍÎÃ ÏÁÌÐÑÒÃÀ  

Reordered Pharaoh ÍÎÃ ÏÁÌÐÑÒÃÀ  

Original Google ÓÍ ,ÅÔÁÌÕÄÃ. 

Reordered Google ÓÍ ,ÅÔÁÌÕÄÃ. 

Original English These fees were last revised in 1989. 

Reordered English These fees were last in 1989 revised. 

Original Chinese ÅÔÖ×ØÙÚÛÃÜÝÁÞßàßáÀ  

Original Pharaoh ÅÔ×âÁÞÙãäÁÄÞßàßáÀ  

Reordered Pharaoh ÅÔ×âÁØÙÄÞßàßáãäÀ  

Original Google ÅÔÖ× ,ØÞÙÁÄ 1989á . 
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Reordered Google ÅÔ×âØÙÂ 1989áãäÃ. 

Original English 
Currently, for example, we have the Provisional Hospital Authority and 

the Provisional Airport Authority. 

Reordered English 
Currently, for example, we have the Provisional Hospital Authority and 

the Provisional Airport Authority. 

Original Chinese åæçèéêëìíîïðñêëòóîïðô  

Original Pharaoh åë õö÷ øêëìíîïðùêëòóîïððúçû õüýþô 

Reordered Pharaoh åë õö÷ øêëìíîïðùêëòóîïððúçû õüýþô 

Original Google çû ,ÿ�,
ö÷ ø���êëìíîïðñêëòóîïð . 

Reordered Google çû ,ÿ�,
ö÷ ø���êëìíîïðñêëòóîïð . 

Original English 
I personally do not agree with the change to the reform in a piecemeal 

approach. 

Reordered English 
I personally do not agree to the reform in a piecemeal approach with the 

change. 

Original Chinese 
ö�����	
��çþ�ô  

Original Pharaoh 
ö������ õ���þ���ô��þ��þô  

Reordered Pharaoh 
ö���������þ�������ïþô��þô  

Original Google 
ö������������ !��þ" . 

Reordered Google 
ö��������þ��þ� . 

Original English 
The question has nevertheless been given thorough consideration by the 

Administration. 

Reordered English 
. nevertheless has been given thorough consideration by the 

Administration The question 
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Original Chinese 
�# õ$ðø%&'()*+,ô  

Original Pharaoh 
'(é õ-)./0þôüýþ12ô  

Reordered Pharaoh 
�# õ�-)./0þæ3$ðþ'(ô  

Original Google 
'(

,4é ,
ø�56/0 7

. 

Reordered Google .
�#

,
ø�56/08 7îï '(  

Original English The Honourable Paul CHENG has highlighted the main issues. 

Reordered English The Honourable Paul CHENG has highlighted the main issues. 

Original Chinese 9:;<=ø>?#@AB�þ'(ô  

Original Pharaoh 9:;<=CD EþB�'(þô  

Reordered Pharaoh 9:;<=CD EþB�'(þô  

Original Google 9:;FGE7B�'( . 

Reordered Google 9:;FGE7B�'( . 

Original English A White Bill was published for public discussion on 6 March 1990. 

Reordered English A White Bill was March 1990 for public discussion on 6 published. 

Original Chinese HIJçKLøM�NN�OPQR STU õVWXYZ?ô  

Original Pharaoh 
��JçKLéX[\]^Z?æ3ôPQ _ô  

Reordered Pharaoh 
��JçKLéPQ õ�]^-Z?R`aô  

Original Google HIKLWXYZ? ,
%

1990O 3 Q 6 S. 

Reordered Google HIJçKLøM 1990O 3 QbcX[Z? 6 QEd . 
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